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What has been your path to current job? 
I started teaching on an English Language summer camp in Poland on my summer 
holidays from University.  I loved it so much that when I graduated in 2004 I moved to 
South Korea where I taught children and teenagers.  I had a great time.  When I 
returned back to Glasgow I did my CELTA and volunteered for the Glasgow ESOL 
Forum in a community class in Partick to gain experience.  I then got some temporary 
evening and weekend classes at a college in Glasgow (now City of Glasgow College) 
where I am now a permanent lecturer.  
I got in to materials writing by developing ESOL for Vocational Purposes courses at 
the college.  Some topics include ESOL for Hospitality, Social Care, Customer Care, 
Construction, Early Years, Employability and Science.  I really enjoyed the process of 
writing so applied to write for the British Council Anniversaries project and to Nick 
Robinson of ELTJam, who was an agent for ELT authors at the time. I’ve been writing 
for various publishers ever since.  
When it comes to teacher training, I think I’ve just taken every opportunity that’s 
come my way.  Whenever someone asked me to deliver a talk on a subject, I’d do it.  
I’ve been speaking at conferences and delivering workshops for years.  I trained 
assessors in initial assessment when I was at the ESOL Network Project and I delivered 
lots of talks when I was on secondment at Education Scotland.  I also trained 
practitioners on peer education when I was at the Scottish Refugee Council.  I can’t 
even remember how long I’ve been mentoring other lecturers through their teaching 
qualification at the college.  
 

Do you have any specialisms or particular interests within English Language?  
My particular interest is anything new and exciting that I can try!  That’s what makes 

me tick!  I’m really up for anything, but I guess my specialisms are materials writing, 

ESOL, adults, vocational English, general English, EDI (Equality Diversity and Inclusion), 

peer education and delivering teacher training on a range of ELT related topics.  

 

What do you think is your best teaching moment? 
This is probably related to my worst teaching moment!  My worst teaching moment 

was when a student lost their temper in class because we were talking about same 

sex couples and they angrily shouted that it was an ‘abomination’. Since then I do a 

lot of work on LGBT rights, respect, equality, diversity and inclusion in the classroom.  

My best teaching moment is when a class I’ve been working with for a while openly 

discuss the importance of respect for everyone, regardless of their protected 

characteristics in an inclusive manner.   

 

 



 

 
What do you think is your worst, or most embarrassing, teaching moment? 
See above! 

 
What do you think is your funniest teaching moment? 
One that sticks in my memory is the time I was playing a spelling game with a class of 
six year olds in South Korea.  Students had to run to the board and write a sentence 
using an adjective before running back and touching the wall. One student ran to the 
board and wrote ‘The pen is long.’ with not quite enough of a gap between the 
second and third words! I utilised my poker face to stay professional. 

 
What is your top tip/s for teaching? 
Smile, be approachable and create a welcoming classroom environment.  I always 
find that students are more likely to get involved if you break down barriers and 
encourage them to get involved. And always embrace the challenge – it’s what helps 
us develop.  

 
Do you remember your first English Language class? 
It wasn’t my first, but it was one of my first.  It was in South Korea and I had a class 
of 12 eight year olds. I hadn’t mastered the art of discipline by that point and they 
were (literally) running in circles round the classroom!  I’m still not sure how I got 
them to stop.  Possibly I found my inner scary voice or maybe the head teacher or the 
bell rescued me!  

 
What has been your best teaching inspiration? 
My colleagues and my students.  I’ve learned a lot from both over the years - from 
staffroom chats and ideas sharing, to observations, to feedback or random 
comments from the students. My students give me a lot of my writing inspiration.  I 
think about what they need and write a lesson that I think will help them.  
 


